"Hemolysis, or not Hemolysis, that is the Question". Use of Hydroxychloroquine in a Patient with COVID-19 Infection and G6PD Deficiency
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To the editor.

In March 2020, "Coronavirus Disease 2019" (COVID-19) infection outbreak has been declared a pandemic by the World Health Organization, and until now, there are no proven drugs for the treatment of "Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)" infection; therefore affected symptomatic patients are treated with drugs already used for other infections' such as hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) or chloroquine, administered alone or in combination with other medications. Hence the growing attention about G6PD (Glucose-6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase)-deficiency since that chloroquine or HCQ could trigger severe hemolysis in subjects with this inherited abnormality. From a literature review, four case reports have been recently published about the use of HCQ in patients with COVID-19 infection and G6PD-deficiency, developing acute hemolytic anemia (AHA); we are reporting the case of a patient with SARS-CoV-2 infection and G6PD-deficiency treated with HCQ without laboratory evidence of hemolysis during and after treatment (Figure 1); no transfusion support with red blood cells was needed. Molecular analysis was not performed, but considering that the incidence of class III (WHO classification) G6PD deficiency in our region is high, according to our previous paper, the patient may be a carrier of the Seattle variant, usually associated with a low risk of AHA. G6PD deficiency is a global health problem representing a paradigmatic example of a highly specific interaction between an inherited abnormality and exogenous agents that trigger hemolysis; it frequently occurs in Africa, Asia, and the Mediterranean region and remains the most common human enzymatic disorder of red blood cells worldwide. G6PD, whose gene maps to the long arm of the X chromosome (band Xq28), is expressed in all tissue cells where it catalyzes the first step in the pentose phosphate pathway. In the red blood cell, this is the unique pathway for NADPH production, which is required to maintain glutathione in the reduced state. Failure of this process impairs the red cell's ability to deal with oxidative stress, which may lead to hemolytic episodes and anemia that can be severe and, in some cases, fatal. Often G6PD deficiency is an asymptomatic condition that remains undetected until subjects are exposed to an exogenous hemolytic trigger such as fava beans ingestion, taking drugs with intracellular oxidizing action, exposure to substances with intracellular oxidizing action, bacterial and viral infections. We identify some interesting issues concerning the management of the case report described. First, "G6PD deficiency" does not necessarily mean "hemolysis" depending on the severity of the deficiency and residual enzymatic activity.
Second, the enzymatic activity deficiency is not a predictive parameter of the severity of the clinical condition, as we reported in 2001. Although it is not yet clearly understood whether genetic or extragenetic, other mechanisms must exist that offer protection from the oxidative stresses that play a role in the clinical expression of G6PD deficiency. Third, since G6PD-deficiency could be a susceptibility factor to SARS-CoV2 infection and that this inherited abnormality is not so rare, it should be sought in case of unexplained hemolysis or before administering drugs, a potential trigger of hemolysis. According to literature data, we recommend caution with using HCQ in all subjects with G6PD-deficiency, including those with COVID-19 infection; at the same time, we believe that the use of this drug in patients with G6PD deficiency should be investigated with further studies, elucidating the role of residual enzyme activity and genotype, factors that may influence AHA risk. Moreover, although G6PD deficiency remains a contraindication to HCQ use, our report suggests that several variables may influence AHA risk, and these aspects should be investigated in further studies to discriminate patients who may have some benefits from this specific drug.
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